
Caged Reviews 

 

The Herald 

“This richly detailed jigsaw of illuminating design, evocative music and genuinely engaging performances 
keeps us on tenterhooks” 

 

Mary Brennan 

Four stars 

http://www.heraldscotland.com/mobile/arts-ents/stage-visual-arts/caged-brunton-theatre-
musselburgh-1.1093126 

 
 

Scottish Theatre Blog 

“…a rich, atmospheric and polished piece of theatre…. it’s a thrilling, gripping, moving performance, 

genuinely one for the whole family” 

Mark Fisher 

http://scottishtheatre.blogspot.com/2011/03/caged-theatre-

review.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MarkFishersScott

ishTheatreBlog+%28Mark+Fisher%27s+Scottish+Theatre+Blog%29 

 

The Scotsman  
 

“….full of magic and romance” 

 

Joyce McMillan 

Four stars 

 

http://living.scotsman.com/features/Theatre-reviews-Caged--Saint.6743153.jp 

 

The Metro 

“…this cracking take on a familiar tale is a real treat for both the young and young at heart” 

Allison Willison 
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Tom Dibdin for The Stage 

“….It is a wonderfully created arc of friendship” 

 

http://www.thestage.co.uk/reviews/review.php/31791/caged 

 

Keith D for The Journal 

Four Stars 

“...a captivating and tender take on the Beauty & The Beast story” 

http://www.journal-online.co.uk/article/7551-caged 
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Caged, Brunton Theatre, Musselburgh 

Published on 29 Mar 2011 

Mary Brennan 

At last, my love has come along ... 

**** 

Etta James’s vocals play us out, on a soul surge of yearning fulfilled and I suspect that many, adults 
especially, will be blinking back tears and hoping the song will ring true for the Beast and Beauty. It’s 
their story that Catherine Wheels stages in Caged, re-naming the fairy tale to distance Rob Evans’s 
version from the now-familiar imagery of the Disney animation and subsequent spin-offs. 

It’s a clever title for a superbly clear-sighted two-hander that cuts to the chase: can Beauty ever love the 
Beast? There is such a whiff of the prissy-missy about this Beauty (Rosalind Sydney) you try not to 
wonder if the Beast is right to woo her. But then, as the doting, dutiful daughter of an (unseen) feckless 
father, she’s sadly caged in her own ideas of what is right and proper behaviour – and understandably 
scared of this gloomy, disordered house and the owner who spies from its shadows. She’s even more 
terrified when she sees him. 

There’s no clue, no back story to explain the Beast’s appearance. But his facial disfigurement – not the 
usual Hallowe’en hairy monster mask – silently connects Andy Manley’s despairing Beast to all those 
who are caged in loneliness because of how they look. 

Is it magical? Absolutely – because the best special effect is the visible transformation of buttoned-up 
Beauty into a free spirit whose heart, mind and eyes have been opened to life’s wonders by the Beast. 
Does she know love when it comes along? This richly detailed jigsaw of illuminating design, evocative 
music and genuinely engaging performances keeps us on tenterhooks ... Look out for this family show 
on its Scottish tour, and have your hankies ready. 

 
 

  



Mark Fisher's Scottish Theatre Blog 

 

BEAUTY AND the Beast is an allegory about the union between a man and a woman. On the one hand, 
we have the beast, a symbol of maleness at its most extreme: hairy, aggressive and emotionally 
illiterate. On the other, we have Beauty, the epitome of those traditionally feminine qualities of 
compassion, empathy and love. Thrown together in a castle in the Freudian darkness of a mysterious 
wood, they slowly learn from each other and, in so doing, experience a romantic awakening. 
 
The story’s archetypal power is undiminished in Catherine Wheels’ superb version, re-titled Caged in 
Rob Evans’ script, even though there is a shift in the portrayal of Beauty. Despite actor Rosalind Sydney 
having many of the plus-points any tyrannical beast would look for in a house guest – she always puts on 
a brave smile, keeps the place well aired and tidy, and does her best to make conversation – she is far 
from being a push-over. Indeed, there is something shocking about the way she rejects the overtures 
made by Andy Manley as Mr Hunter, aka the beast, as he makes a clumsy pass at her. Refusing to play 
the helpless girl-child, she tells him outright there’s no way she would marry him. 
 
Her hard-line stance makes you feel sorry for Mr Hunter, despite his violent temper and lack of 
etiquette. With his feline movements and animalistic clicks and grunts, Manley is every bit the beast, not 
just a deformed man but a wild, uncivilised creature without any experience of human interaction. On 
one level, he is terrifying – which is why the show is pitched at 8 and over – but on another level, he is 
just trying to make the most of an emotionally deprived upbringing. He is socially inept but he has soul. 
 
We know which way the story is going, of course, but this is a clash of equals and a happy ending will 
only be on mutual terms. For much of the hour-long show, you’re convinced they’ll never work it out. 
 
The performances are great and so too is Gill Robertson’s production. She uses Evans’ script as a 
jumping-off point for a rich, atmospheric and polished piece of theatre that communicates its gothic 
power as much through the music of David Paul Jones and the lighting of Lizzie Powell as it does through 
the dialogue. Whole scenes, in fact, are wordless, as the two actors run around the marble hour-glass 
table at the centre of Karen Tennent’s set, suggesting corridors, staircases and starlit vistas with the 
most economical of means. 
 
It’s a thrilling, gripping, moving performance – genuinely one for the whole family – which falters only in 
the last moments with a too-speedy ending, but leaves you with the deep sense of satisfaction of an 
archetypal tale being vividly retold. (Pic: Douglas McBride) 

© Mark Fisher 2011 
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The Scotsman By Joyce McMillan 
 
This latest take on a well-known fairytale manages to be both romantic and chilling as well as relevant in 
an age increasingly obsessed with physical perfection 
 
BRUNTON THEATRE, MUSSELBURGH **** 
THE Easter holidays appear on the horizon: and suddenly, in Scottish theatre, it's all fun and games, 
comedy and fairytales. It would be a mistake, though, to imagine that Catherine Wheels' new show 
Caged – created by one of Scotland's leading children's theatre companies, and designed for audiences 
of any age over seven – is in any way a lightweight piece. It lasts only an hour, and its atmosphere is full 
of magic and romance; but at heart, it's a serious reflection on one of the most powerful of all fairy 
tales, the story of Beauty And The Beast, and on its extraordinary resonances for an age increasingly 
obsessed with the idea of physical perfection. 
 
The idea behind Rob Evans's version of the tale is to strip it down to its essentials, in the two-way 
confrontation between Beauty – a young girl who has saved the life of her beloved father, briefly 
imprisoned by the Beast, by promising to spend a year in the Beast's castle – and the Beast himself, a 
handsome prince trapped in a monster's body. 
 
This decision slightly unbalances the story, and gives it an unusually claustrophobic air; the tension 
between Beauty's love for her father and her growing attraction to the Beast is at the heart of the tale, 
and Evans's version struggles to express that tension through imagery and monologue, in the physical 
absence of the drama's third character. 
 
Given a brilliant and sometimes disturbing central performance from Rosalind Sydney, though – well 
supported by Andy Manley as the Beast – Gill Robertson's production eventually achieves an intense 
and fascinating focus on the slow evolution of Beauty's feelings, as she learns to love the Beast for the 
poetry in his soul. The story is troubling in that it feeds the dark male fantasy – reflected in many 
modern news stories – of being able to break a woman's sexual resistance by keeping her "caged" in a 
secret place; yet it is also extraordinarily beautiful, in its sense of a beast made human, and set free, by 
Beauty's brave refusal to succumb to his beastliness, and by the true love for her that takes root in his 
heart. 
 
In that sense, the show achieves a fine balance between the sinister and the beautiful, richly expressed 
in Karen Tennant's touring set – a lush mixture of gothic glory and threatening decay – and in David Paul 
Jones's deeply romantic score and soundscape, full of the echoing sound of great love songs, from La Vie 
En Rose to Etta James's At Last.  
 
And if a question looms somewhere in the background about whether a female beast exists, and could 
ever be redeemed from her ugliness in the same way – well, that's a question for another day; and for 
an even more ambitious version of a story that has already seen one powerful reinterpretation in 
Scotland this year, in Alan McHugh's Christmas show at the Citizens', and has now inspired another, 
smaller in scope, but even more intense 
 

 

 



Tom Dibdin for The Stage 

Creeping from the darkness of Karen Tennent’s supremely evocative set, Catherine Wheels’ version of 
the Beauty and the Beast archetype strips it back to the central pairing.  

Rob Evans’ script quickly relegates father and stepsisters to a place beyond the shadows as Beauty takes 
on a year-long contract to stay in Mr Hunter’s vast castle and work off her father’s debt. 

Rosalind Sydney is a ballsy but naive Beauty who knows her rights and isn’t about to be bullied into 
marriage by Andy Manley’s feral Mr Hunter. It is as much her reaction as any sleight of hand that brings 
to life the challenges of his castle - a place where mice scuttle realistically across the floor, plates move 
with ghostly grace across the table and which is littered with books. 

If Evans cuts immediately to the centre of the tale, director Gill Robertson lets it grow slowly to life. As 
Beauty explores, Hunter’s shadowy figure, heard but rarely seen by her, peers at her through holes in 
walls and lifts the curtains around her bed at night. Such transgressions, created through rigorous 
definition of space on the intimate set, immediately chime with the young, over-eights, audience. 

David Paul Jones’ music and soundscape boosts the atmosphere no end, as does Lizzie Powell’s lighting. 
Alison Brown’s costume for Beauty is all uptight formality, that can eventually become loosened as she 
and Hunter learn to become friends. 

It is a wonderfully created arc of friendship that speaks clearly in its subtexts. But it falters at its ending - 
its final tableau is rushed, reducing the impact of its subversion of the original tale. 



Keith D for The Journal 

 

Tale as old as time it may be, but Scottish children’s theatre company Catherine Wheels' captivating and 

tender take on the Beauty & The Beast story feels refreshingly new. Written by Rob Evans and directed 

by Gill Robertson, Caged displays all the company's trademark wit, charm and high production values. 

Looking for a way to pay off her beloved father’s debts, young Beauty (Rosalind Sydney) accepts a year's 

contract as housekeeper of the mysterious "Mr Hunter" (Andy Manley), a recluse who lives in a vast 

forbidding castle. Her initial trepidation and fear - as Mr Hunter is revealed to be the Beast - is slowly 

replaced by wonder and compassion as the seemingly mismatched pair start to forge a common bond. 

Sydney is likeable as Beauty; she captures the character's youthful emotions well via a delightfully 

expressive performance which steers well clear of precociousness. Manley has the right amount of 

brooding presence to portray the Beast: animal-like movement and noises giving way to the true and 

more compassionate nature of the man within. 

Karen Tennent's design is beautifully simple, shards of mirrored glass and dusty staircases evoking the 

faded gothic grandeur of the Beast's castle and grounds. Excellent atmospheric lighting from Lizzie 

Powell adds magic and mystery to the scene; whilst the mixture of music and effects from David Paul 

Jones' sound design heightens the emotion and drama of every scene. 

Evans shies away from schmaltz and overuse of humour: there is no singing and dancing furniture here; 

and the telling is more Grimm than Disney. There are also some clever references to other fairy tales 

which help place Caged firmly within the pages of a classic storybook, where its touching and well-

staged tale rightfully belongs 

 

 


